BEST PRACTICE

INSIDE

DELL COMPUTER CORPORATION:
Managing Working Capital
By Lawrence M. Fisher

The secret to excellence lies in doing many
things well. It also requires staying focused on
the goal even when tempted to do otherwise.

O

F ALL THE

creators of share-

holder value in the 1990’s,
the most dramatic have

been strategic innovations, those bold
new business models that forever
changed the rules of the industries in
which they were applied. But in today’s competitive world, a brilliant
business model alone does not create

a sustainable advantage, unless it is
supplemented by operational excellence, the continuous identification
and adoption of best practices.
By any measure, the Dell Computer Corporation’s direct sales model is one of the most successful strategic innovations of the past 15 years.
With the deceptively simple concept

...............................
L a w rence M. Fisher has covered technology for The New York Times for more than a decade and has written for dozens of other
publications. Mr. Fisher, who is based in San Francisco, holds an M.A. in journalism from the University of California at Berkeley. He
is a recipient of the Hearst Aw a rd for investigative journalism.
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of bypassing the retail channel to sell

To understand how boldly Dell’s

“There was no point when light

directly to consumers, Dell created a

model flew in the face of conventional

bulbs started going off,’’ he said in a re-

model that undercuts its competitors

wisdom, one must look back to 1981,

cent interview. “The basic idea was to

on price, forges closer links with cus-

when the International Business Ma-

eliminate the middleman. While that
was a great way to start the business,

tomers and provides shareholders a

chines Corporation sanctified the per-

return several times that of market av-

sonal computer industry with the in-

it turned out there was a lot more we

erages. But Dell stumbled badly four

troduction of the original I.B.M. PC.

could do with it, in terms of building

years ago and might have failed, were

While industry pioneers like Apple

relationships with suppliers, reducing

it not for the timely addition of sea-

Computer Inc. had used distributors

inventories and receiving direct input

soned management and with it the

and dealers because they needed the

from customers.’’

adoption of a new structure, new

leverage to gain nationwide sales,

Like any start-up, Dell initially fo-

processes and new metrics.

I.B.M., with the most sophisticated

cused on growth. Mr. Dell recalled a

Dell is not the largest personal

field sales organization in the world,

key meeting in 1986, when the com-

computer company, but it is the

chose to sell the PC through the chan-

pany had $60 million in sales, where

fastest growing. Dell’s year-over-year

nel because that was the way things

he identified three key strategies for

unit sales rose 67 percent in the sec-

were done. Compaq’s early success

growth. One, Dell would focus on the

ond quarter of 1997, while the No. 1 PC

was often attributed to its superior

largest corporate customers, ignoring

company, the Compaq Computer Cor-

treatment of the channel. And the PC

time-consuming first-time buyers;
two, to win corporate customers, the

poration, rose 25 percent, according

industry’s largest trade show is still

to Dataquest, a market research firm

Comdex, which originally stood for

company would offer a level of ser-

based in San Jose, Calif. And Dell’s re-

Computer Dealers Exposition.

vice unprecedented in the PC indus-

turn on invested capital reached 167

But in May 1984, when a 19-year-

try; and three, Dell would take its di-

percent in the second quarter, nearly

old Michael S. Dell started a company

rect model global. The company’s

10 times the industry average. At

then called PC’s Limited in his dorm

goal was to hit $1 billion in sales by

about $100 a share at the end of Sep-

room at the University of Texas at

1992; it actually hit $2 billion, placing

tember, Dell’s stock price quadrupled

Austin, he knew he had no access to

the company fourth in the PC indus-

since the beginning of the year, after

the channel. So he invested $1,000 of

try, behind only I.B.M., Apple and

adjusting for splits.

his personal savings in advertise-

Compaq. With annual sales now ap-

While almost all of its competi-

ments in PC publications and began

proaching $12 billion, Dell is still

tors still build standard machines

selling computer components through

fourth, worldwide, behind Hewlett-

based on often faulty market fore-

the mail. Eliminating the channel’s 10

Packard, I.B.M. and Compaq.

casts, and stuff the channel with in-

to 15 percent markup allowed him to

But Dell would soon discover the

ventory, Dell makes each machine to

sell at a lower price, and savvy buyers

limitations of a strategy based exclu-

order, and maintains only 12 days of

were happy to pocket the savings.

sively on growth, and of its own man-

inventory. Its major customers in-

Soon he expanded beyond the dorm

agement and structure. In 1993, Dell

clude Ford, Boeing and Texaco, as well

room and began offering complete

expanded its product line to include

as Federal, state and local govern-

PC’s, competing head on with I.B.M.,

notebook computers, but had to

ments. At Dell’s new factory in Round

Compaq and other industry giants.

abruptly withdraw the ill-conceived

Rock, Tex., near Austin, a personal

As Mr. Dell tells the story today,

and unreliable new machines from

computer can be assembled, tested

there was no moment of blinding in-

the market. And, succumbing to the

and packed, complete with installed

sight, but instead a gradual evolution

conventional wisdom that direct

software, in just eight hours from the

as the model changed to suit his grow-

sales would never be more than a

time an order is received.

ing company.

niche market, Dell moved partly into
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the retail channel, offering its prod-

el was singularly well suited to maxi-

sources for a young company, notably

ucts through PC superstores, like

mizing the cash conversion cycle. Be-

a particularly senior board, with such

CompUSA, and power retailers, in-

cause Dell sold direct to customers, it

heavyweights as Michael H. Jordan,

cluding Wal-Mart, Best Buy and Sta-

carried little or no finished-goods in-

chairman and chief executive of the

ples. The company grew, with sales

ventory; because it bought compo-

Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

reaching $2.8 billion in the fiscal year

nents on a just-in-time basis, there was

and Michael A. Miles, the former chair-

ended Jan. 31, 1994, but at a net loss

very little parts inventory; and be-

man and chief executive of the Philip

of $36 million.

cause customers often paid Dell more

Morris Companies. With guidance

quickly than it paid suppliers, cash

from the board, and the help of the ex-

becomes a weakness,’’ said Thomas J.

flow was positive. With little invento-

ecutive search firm of Heidrick &

Meredith, Dell’s chief financial officer,

ry, reductions in component costs

Struggles, Mr. Dell was able to recruit

who joined the company from Sun Mi-

could be passed on rapidly to cus-

Morton L. Topfer, a 23-year veteran of

crosystems Inc. in 1993. “When we

tomers, improving Dell’s competitive

Motorola Inc., as vice chairman.

stumbled, it was because we were sin-

position. The problems lay in the part

“Any one strength used to excess

With the support of Mr. Dell and

gularly focused on growth to the detri-

of Dell’s sales that went through the

the board, Mr. Topfer withdrew the

ment of profitability and liquidity. I

channel.

company from the retail channel in

think Michael hired me because he re-

“Every time we wanted to change

1994. This step freed management to

alized that while growth is an ex-

prices, which was often, we had to go

focus on improving the company’s

tremely important driver of share-

into the channel and price-protect it,’’

capabilities in field sales to large orga-

holder value, there are other pieces to

said Mr. Meredith, referring to the prac-

nizations and telephone sales to small

the puzzle.’’

tice, common in the PC industry, of

businesses and consumers.

So Mr. Dell refocused the compa-

compensating dealers for reductions

“The real benefit in exiting retail

ny on what he calls the
cash conversion cycle,
which consists of inventory, payables, receivables

was not just the profit

M

R.

D ELL

REFOCUSED THE COMPANY

clarification,’’ Mr. Dell said.

ON WHAT HE CALLS THE CASH

and cash flow from opera-

CONVERSION CYCLE , WHICH CONSISTS OF

tions. The compensation

INVENTOR Y, PAY ABLES , RECEIVABLES AND

packages of the company’s

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATIONS .

top 500 managers were adjusted to reflect return on

and loss, but the internal
“Everybody began to understand the strategy of
Dell.’’
Exiting retail was an
easy call, Mr. Topfer said,
but he soon realized Dell

invested capital as well as growth. To

in suggested selling price. “So it froze

had other problems. He began by
cleaning out the executive suite.

spread the message throughout the

our ability to change, bloated our in-

company, training videos for entry-

ventory and exposed us to the first-

“They really didn’t have the kind

level employees, as well as internal

time buyer. We slowed down — we be-

of experienced management they

newsletters, all stress the importance

came a mediocre company.’’

of these metrics.

In fact, competitors and industry

needed,’’ he said. “There were a lot of
brilliant people, but they had grown

“We had to get people in our com-

pundits alike said at the time that Dell,

from within, and didn’t have the expe-

pany, from the lowest level to the high-

and by inference the direct model as

rience running a big organization.’’

est, to understand the cash conver-

well, had hit some kind of natural ceil-

With the exception of Mr. Meredith

sion cycle, and how they affect it,’’ Mr.

ing and would remain forever a small

and, of course, Mr. Dell, who remains

Meredith said.

niche of the market.

chairman and chief executive, Mr.

In many ways, Dell’s direct mod-

But Dell had some unusual re-
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er. Then he turned to the company’s
organization.
At the time, Dell was organized
by functions, with divisions for
worldwide marketing, worldwide
sales and so on. “That didn’t work
at the size Dell had grown to,’’
Mr. Topfer said. “The only
general manager, by default,
was Michael. Nobody really
owned a piece of the company.’’
So Dell moved to a regional
structure, keeping only product development central. “We moved everything else into the regions and empowered the regional guys to run their
units as stand-alone companies,’’ Mr.
Topfer continued. “We restructure

the world as it makes

every year; we continue to look at

sense. It allows you to

ways to segment the company into

develop people who are very attuned

meaningful stand-alone units so we

to their market segment. It’s one way

and its resolution — all are recorded.

can empower the people.’’

to handle growth: Don’t make the job

When a customer calls for sales or ser-

so large that mere mortals can’t

vice, the Dell representative can see at

handle it.’’

a glance the exact configuration of the

Although Dell initially segmented
along geographic boundaries, as each

sidebar, page 72), every service call

area grows, it is itself segmented by

But management by segmenta-

caller’s machines, and their complete

customer set. Dell Americas, for ex-

tion presents a cultural challenge to

purchase history. If customers are

ample, now has 10 segments: con-

some executives, Mr. Topfer said.

regularly asking for extra memory, or

sumer, small business, medium busi-

“Some people still measure them-

a Zip drive, Dell can make those con-

ness, large corporate accounts,

selves by how many people work for

figurations standard, and measure re-

enterprise accounts, Federal Govern-

them or how many dollars they gen-

sponse to the change immediately.

ment, state and local government, ed-

erate,’’ he noted. “At Dell, success

With so much information at its

ucation, Canada and, finally, Mexico

means growing so fast that we take

fingertips, Dell does not rely on the

and Latin America. All run indepen-

half your business away. It’s a different

third-party data used by indirect ven-

dently, do their own forecasting, cre-

mind-set.’’

dors to forecast trends. Nor does it

ate their own marketing plans and
choose their own product mix.
Any growing business unit is a

Because it segments by customer
set, Dell can optimize its products to

perform any elaborate data mining of
its own records.

meet customer desires. And because

“We don’t have a sophisticated

candidate for further segmentation.

of the direct model, and Dell’s deploy-

reporting program, but we know what

“Each time we’ve done that, we’ve

ment of state-of-the-art information

is coming in,’’ said Kevin Rollins, se-

seen our growth accelerate, because

systems, the company is awash in cus-

nior vice president and general man-

the segment gets more focus,’’ Mr.

tomer input. Every customer contact

ager of Dell Americas. “It comes in

Topfer said. “We start it in the United

with Dell’s toll-free number, every

such volumes that you can trust it. We

States, but then we roll it out around

mouse-click on Dell’s Web site (see

do spot analysis. We can find out what
continued on page 73
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Dell on the Internet
Senior executives of the Dell Com-

Hewlett-Packard — still had no Web

Dell, and to improve customer

puter Corporation often talk

sales capability, nor did Gateway

relationships.

about taking their direct sales

2000, the second-largest direct ven-

model to the next level. By this,

dor. Only Micron Technology and

model and extend these parts to

they usually mean making inven-

Power Computing, which are far

the Web,’’ Mr. Eckert recalled.

tories even smaller, cycle times

smaller direct players, had joined

shorter and relationships with key

Dell in actually selling on the Web.

customers and suppliers still

“Already, we are driving the in-

“We said, let’s take the direct

Configurators bring build-toorder right to the user’s desktop.
Service and support on the Web

tighter. But one vision of the next

direct guys crazy,’’ Mr. Dell said.

site give users direct access to the

level is already available to any-

“Try buying a Compaq on the

same diagnostic tools used by Dell

one with an Internet connection:

Web; all you can get is an ‘800’

technicians. Dell’s information sys-

Dell’s on-line sales link on the

number to call for a list of dealers.’’

tems record each user’s particular

World Wide Web.

For anyone who aims a brows-

Dell began offering its prod-

er at www.dell.com, the message

ucts over the Web in July 1996, at a

is clear. “Build Your Own Comput-

configuration.
Although the Web site was initially aimed at small business and

time when most companies were

er Online,’’ announces a banner

home customers, 90 percent of

still commissioning feasibility stud-

headline. “Click here to buy a Dell

Dell’s business is with corporate

ies of on-line commerce. Sales

right now.’’

reached $1 million a day in January

customers. So now Dell builds cus-

Clicking on these links takes

tom mini-sites accessible only by

1997 and passed $3 million a day

the user to pages of product offer-

key customers, like Boeing or MCI,

by year’s end. And Dell’s Web site is

ings, segmented, as in Dell’s off-

with their basic configurations al-

global, with dedicated pages for

line business, by customer set:

ready specified, and their volume

countries throughout Europe,

business, home, home office, Fed-

discounts applied. The site gives ac-

Asia, Africa and Latin America.

eral, state and local governments,

cess to sales representatives and

education and so on. From there,

field support personnel assigned to

For Michael S. Dell, the company’s founder, chairman and chief

customers can link to on-line “con-

that account, and offers status re-

executive, the decision to sell on

figurators,’’ which allow them to

ports on all open orders with Dell.

the Web was an easy one. He rec-

custom configure and price a ma-

ognized that Dell’s target cus-

chine to their own needs. Another

our customers to purchase at their

tomers — second- and third-time

click lands the user on a secure

price point through the Web site

buyers who know what they want

page for on-line credit card trans-

and receive a customized experi-

— were already there.

actions. Five to 10 days later, Fed-

ence with us,’’ Mr. Eckert said. “If

eral Express delivers the computer.

we can make it easier to do busi-

“Our basic idea was to use the

ness with us, we should increase

“If we’re right about knowledgeable buyers going to the Inter-

“The objective is to allow all of

net, it will be a fast-forward replay

Internet to make it easier for cus-

of the whole direct-sales model,’’ he

tomers to do business with Dell,’’

We should add incremental rev-

said. “It’s the purest form of direct.’’

said Scott Eckert, director of Dell

enue over time.’’

As of late fall, Dell’s indirect competitors — Compaq, I.B.M. and

Online. Key objectives were to reduce costs, for customers and for
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our penetration in those accounts.

Whether Dell’s Web sales are
adding revenue at this time is
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continued from page 71

open to debate. Seymour

people want fairly quickly by talking

es that deliver the same return, and

Merrin, a computer industry

to a customer set, and then test it on

two, any effort that takes away man-

consultant specializing in
channel strategies, said he
thinks Mr. Dell exaggerates
the impact of the Web.
“The fact is his Web site is
great, but telephone sales are
down,’’ he said. “He’s not getting

the Web site.’’

agement time and energy from the

Although the segments operate
autonomously, they depend on com-

core would destroy value for our
shareholders.’’

mon resources — procurement, man-

With its core business growing at

ufacturing, service and support —

an annual rate of more than 50 per-

and are expected to share learning

cent, Dell can afford to be choosy, and

and capabilities.

after the debacle with notebook com-

“We get each of them perfectly

puters, the company’s executives

new customers — he’s just mov-

aligned and then look for key points

know the costs of rushing into a new

ing where they do business.’’

across the segments to stay linked,’’

market. After a 15-month hiatus, Dell

Mr. Rollins said. “It is communications-

reentered the business with a solid

measuring Web activity, from

based, not process-based. Our process-

product line and is now the No. 7

monitoring mouse clicks to

es are by definition dynamic, and what

notebook vendor worldwide.

reading voluntary electronic

we insist upon is massive communi-

mail from satisfied customers,

cation.’’ That includes countless E-

Dell’s entries into servers and work-

but Mr. Eckert conceded that

mail messages, but Dell also relies on

stations. Dell trailed I.B.M., Compaq

the company is still lacking

more established techniques, includ-

and Hewlett-Packard into the market

hard numbers when it comes

ing lots of meetings.

for servers, larger PC-based machines

Dell has various tools for

But that experience tempered

Indeed, managers who go off and

meant to serve multiple users across

Third-party surveys of Web

execute on their own plans are not

a network, but it is now tied with

customers have shown that as

well regarded at Dell, even if they meet

Hewlett-Packard for the No. 2 position

many as 70 percent were new

their functional goals.

behind Compaq. Similarly, it entered

to incremental sales gains.

to Dell, and that 30 percent
said they would have bought
from someone else if they
could not have ordered from
Dell over the Web. Dell’s costs
are lower over the Web than
by telephone, but that is not a
major driver, Mr. Eckert said.
“What we’re discovering is
it’s becoming a major part of
the way customers interact

“You have to talk, you have to lis-

the market for workstations — pow-

ten, and all of a sudden you’ll realize

erful desktop machines typically used

you’re in the loop,” Mr. Rollins said. “I

to run technical applications — only

tell recruits when they come in,

last summer, nearly a year after Com-

‘You’ve never seen an organization

paq. But Dell executives say they ex-

like this before — the pace, the infor-

pect to gain market share rapidly in

mation flow, the urgency all the time.’

these higher-margin products.

What is in short supply is time. We are

“We’re attacking the profit havens

pushing the envelope in cramming

of our competitors,’’ Mr. Dell said.

data into people’s heads and asking

“Compaq has been earning 60 percent

them to assimilate it. That’s where the

of their profits on 20 percent of their

stress comes from at Dell.’’

sales; I’d be an idiot to let them con-

with Dell, no matter how they

One way Dell mitigates stress is

would have gotten to us in the

by picking new growth areas carefully

plete product line, and Dell becomes

past,’’ he added. “It’s one more

and entering them cautiously. “We

more of a default choice, we’re count-

point of presence of Dell in our

have looked long and hard at other op-

ing on share gains.’’

customers’ daily lives and that

portunities outside the core of our

But Dell is only interested in

in itself is important.’’

business,” Mr. Dell said, “but one, it

products with proven markets, and so

would be hard to find other business-

has steered clear of handheld com-
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puting devices, or personal digital as-

of networking companies. “Name an

other 40 in the channel. “That’s a dif-

sistants, sub-notebooks, television

acquisition in the PC industry that has

ference of 58 days,” Mr. Dell said. “In

set-top devices and Web-based infor-

worked,’’ he said. “I think like a share-

58 days, the cost of materials will de-

mation appliances, although it would

holder. When you use shares to buy a

cline about 6 percent.’’

consider any of these if a volume mar-

company, that’s dilution. We’re ac-

And while Dell is known for un-

ket developed.

quiring employees; we’re acquiring

dercutting competitors’ prices on

our own stock. We basically don’t have

comparable machines, its average

ume, not first to market,’’ Mr. Topfer

any better use for the cash, so we’re

selling price is actually higher because

said. “Determining what you’re not

giving it back to our shareholders.’’

it is typically selling a newer configu-

“Our focus is on being first to vol-

going to do can be as important as
what you will do.’’

Although Mr. Dell said he is too

ration. Dell executives say their A.S.P.

busy managing the company to think

is about $2,600, or $1,000 higher than
that of Compaq. Analysts say the num-

Dell is similarly cautious with its

about applying its model to other in-

other main growth vehicle, geograph-

dustries, he notes that major cus-

bers are skewed by the fact that Com-

ic expansion. When it entered the

tomers are studying Dell, looking for

paq sells many sub-$1,000 machines

Asia/Pacific market, it chose to dupli-

ways to adopt some of its processes.

to first-time buyers, a market Dell

cate its entire United States direct

“Ford Motor has spent a fair

avoids, but that even so, Dell’s A.S.P. is

sales model, from technical support to

amount of time looking around Dell,

higher than those of competitors by

manufacturing, rather than leverage

trying to understand build-to-order,’’

several hundred dollars.

existing capabilities in the region.

he said. “Anywhere you have a rapid-

“It’s because they are selling

“It takes much longer, but it

ly changing product that devalues

fresher fish,’’ said Rick Schutte, a com-

works as a barrier to entry for others,’’

quickly, or you have high markups in

puter industry analyst with Goldman

Mr. Topfer said. Asia/Pacific
and Japan now account for
about 6 percent of Dell’s revenues, behind Europe at 26
percent and the Americas at
68 percent.
Dell has been slow to
enter South America, de-

Sachs. “The PC market is-

A

FTER A

15-MONTH

HIATUS ,

n’t that price elastic; it’s

DELL

performance elastic. Dell

REENTERED THE NOTEBOOK BUSINESS

is providing more perfor-

WITH A SOLID PRODUCT LINE AND IS

mance and the customers

NO. 7
WORLDWIDE .

are paying for it.’’

NOW THE

NOTEBOOK VENDOR

Customers also like
dealing directly with a

spite the booming eco-

manufacturer. “You’re talk-

nomies of some countries there, and

the channel, the direct model is going

ing to a salesperson at Dell who’s very

has almost no presence on the conti-

to be a good thing.”

interested in talking to you,’’ said Joel

nent. Compaq is No. 1 in the region,

One of the less visible benefits of

with I.B.M. and Acer, a major Tai-

the direct model is the elimination of

ager for the Trammell Crow Company,

wanese manufacturer, tied for No. 2.

inventory depreciation. This is par-

a leading realtor, in Orlando, Fla. “I can

Taylor, an information technology man-

Mr. Topfer said Dell had been focusing

ticularly important in the PC industry,

call up my Dell rep, Christa, and say,

on getting Asia/Pacific up to speed,

where component prices are always

‘I’m not getting what I want,’ and I’ll get

and is in the process of opening an op-

falling as suppliers introduce faster

what I want. I can get a service techni-

eration in Chile.

chips, more capacious disk drives and

cian on the phone in five minutes.’’

One way Dell chooses not to ex-

higher-bandwidth communications

To be sure, competitors have tak-

pand is by acquisition. Mr. Dell scoffs

devices. While Dell has 12 days of in-

en notice of Dell’s success and are

at Compaq’s acquisitions of the Tan-

ventory, a typical competitor that

looking for ways to emulate portions

dem Computer Corporation and a host

does not sell directly has 30, with an-

of its model. Compaq, after first ex-
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ploring the acquisition of Gateway

we’re dealing with is

2000 or the personal computer sub-

top-tier, but they’ve all

sidiary of Micron Technology Inc., two

grown up in an industry

direct sellers, announced last July that

with these piles of inef-

it would begin building PC’s to order,

ficiency,’’ he said.

and would let its channel partners con-

Indeed, even Dell’s

figure machines to customers’ specifi-

preferred suppliers say

cations. I.B.M. and Hewlett-Packard

adopting build-to-order

are taking similar steps, and some an-

at Dell’s level would be

alysts believe these companies will

a strain. “We use just-in-

narrow the gap with Dell.

time processes,” said

“The reality is Compaq has fig-

Doug Spreng, executive

ured out how to adopt a build-to-order

vice president for inter-

model for the indirect channel,’’ said

face products at the

Charles R. Wolf, a PC industry analyst

3Com Corporation, the

with First Boston. “So they’ll be reap-

exclusive supplier of

ing a lot of the advantages Dell now

network adapters to

has even though they don’t ship direct

Dell. “Where we depart

to users. Dell’s growth rate will slow

from their model is we

and their margins will come under

have finished-goods in-

pressure.’’

ventory, because we’re

Another challenge to Dell is per-

building to forecast,

suading suppliers to alter their way of

not to order. We’re re-

doing business to suit the Dell model.

sponsible for it; if we

Despite the rapid growth of Dell and

miss forecast, we have

the other direct sellers, they remain a

to eat it, not them.’’

minority in the PC industry, and most

The network cards

suppliers’ models are based on cus-

Dell buys from 3Com

tomers buying substantial inventories,
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